Prizes for the
2007 AFMS Endowment Fund Drawing
—Photos by Clyf Bourne unless otherwise noted

Prize #1 · Eight Bowls Cut From Agate Nodule at Left.

Prize #4 · Pair of Tampa Bay Coral Geodes
—Photo by Diane Weir

Prize #1 - Agate Nodule With the Bowl Stacked Together.
More 2007 Prizes

Prize # 2 — Gold Hand-Knit Necklace

Prize # 3 — Freshwater Pearl Blister Pendant

Prize # 6 — Vanadanite Cabinet Specimen
— Photo by John Washburn

Prize # 7 — Sphalerite Cabinet Specimen from Smith Co., TN, with Barite clusters and Fluorite xls.

Prize # 8 — Authentic Reproduction Indian Knife w/ opal blade. (Detail of deer horn handle carving above.)

Prize # 9 — Sterling Silver Bracelet set with Swarovsky beads.

Prize # 5 — Two Gem Trees — Photo by John Washburn
... And the Rest of the 2007 Prizes ...

- Prize #10: Suite of Thirty-two Jade Cabochons

- Prize #11: Jewelry Sized Intarsia

- Prize #12: Walker Valley Geode

- Prize #13: A jumbo Faceted Butterfly Cut Gemstone

- Prize #14: Amethyst Sage Agate in Sterling Silver Pendant

—Photo by Norvie Enns